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Abstract
Further automation of analog and mixed-signal integrated circuit design requires the consistent consideration of a growing
number of design constraints through all design stages. However, the veriﬁcation of system-level constraints is only possible
towards the end of the design process when all necessary parameters are known. In this paper, we present a method
for constraint state prediction in the early stages of an analog IC design project. This allows constraint consideration
already during system-level design. By modeling yet unknown design parameters as random variables, the probability of a
constraint to be fulﬁlled can be estimated. Constraint sensitivity analysis is used to identify design parameters with the
most inﬂuence on a constraint’s state. Finally, design parameters are optimized to maximize the probability of fulﬁlling all
constraints.

1

Introduction

while Sections 5 and 6 give details on constraint sensitivity
analysis and optimization. After presenting experimental
results in Section 7, the paper ends with a summary and
conclusion.

The very ﬁrst step of every design process is to specify
all requirements known at the time. The same applies to
the design of analog and mixed-signal integrated circuits
(AMS ICs). In this case, the objective is to create a circuit
design that fulﬁlls all requirements in the speciﬁcation.
As a ﬁrst step, this set of requirements is translated into
formal constraints that restrict the values of target design
parameters.
Right from the start, all phases of the design process should
consider these constraints to create a valid end result [1],
[2]. Hence, it is necessary to calculate a constraint’s state,
which in turn depends on the values of all its target design
parameters. However, these values are not known until
later stages. As a consequence, constraint veriﬁcation and
consideration are not possible until these later stages are
ﬁnished.
Early stages, such as system-level design, have an enormous
impact on the quality of the result because corresponding
design decisions inﬂuence all following design steps. In
order to enable constraint consideration in these early stages,
we propose a method for constraint state prediction. The
key is to model yet unknown design parameters as random
variables. Afterwards, a constraint’s probability of being
fulﬁlled can be calculated. This allows well-informed
decisions in early stages despite unknown exact design
parameter values.
In addition, our constraint sensitivity analysis ranks design parameters with regard to their impact on constraint
states. This allows early identiﬁcation of critical design
parameters requiring particular attention later on. Finally, a
novel method for design parameter optimization generates
suggestions for design parameter values that maximize the
probability of constraints being fulﬁlled.
After presenting related work in Section 2, we explain
our constraint modeling approach in Section 3. Section 4
describes the method of predictive constraint veriﬁcation,

2

Related Work

Our work combines procedures from two main areas:
(a) sampling of multidimensional distributions, and (b) sensitivity analysis.
The simplest method for sampling of multidimensional
distributions is random sampling, where new samples are
generated while ignoring all previous samples. Stratiﬁed
sampling improves this approach by allowing to divide the
value range in so-called stratas from which the samples are
generated. This allows ﬁne-grained control of the level of
detail with which each range should be sampled. [3]
Latin Hypercube sampling is a compromise between (simple) random sampling and stratiﬁed sampling. It divides
the value range automatically and creates samples for each
interval. [4]
The second main area is sensitivity analysis which creates a
link between changes of a model’s output and changes of its
inputs. On the one hand, there are methods for local sensitivity analysis, e.g., diﬀerential sensitivity analysis. Methods
for global sensitivity analysis include multi-parametric sensitivity analysis (MPSA) and variance-based methods, such
as Fourier amplitude sensitivity testing (FAST). [5]

3

Constraint Modeling

Constraints deﬁne requirements on design parameters. Following the approach from [6], we model a constraint c as
function of design parameters that returns a Boolean value
representing the state of the constraint: True if it is fulﬁlled,
or False if it is violated.
c : P → B, (p1, p2, . . . , pn ) → b

(1)
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Table 1 Examples of Probability Distributions
1
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(b) CDF

PD is described by a probability mass function (PMF)),
(b) continuous (its PD is described by a probability density
function (PDF)), or (c) a mixture of both types. Any PD may
be used to deﬁne an unknown design parameter. Table 1
gives examples of common probability distributions and
their respective supports, i.e. the set or range where the
distribution is not zero-valued. Choosing a PD depends
on (a) the design parameter’s type: discrete or continuous,
(b) the set or range where this parameter has non-zero values,
and (c) the knowledge about the shape of its PMF or PDF. A
simple example is a continuous design parameter for which
lower bound, upper bound and mode, i.e. the value with
maximum probability, can be estimated. In general, such
an estimation is based on design experience. In this case, a
continuous triangular distribution may be used, as shown in
Figure 1.

4.2

Predictive Constraint Veriﬁcation

Constraint functions can be very complex. In order to predict
whether or not a constraint will be satisﬁed later, we calculate
the constraint state for large number of possible combinations
of design parameter values. We use either Monte Carlo
simulations (MCS) or Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) to
generate a large number of random values for each design
parameter’s PMF or PDF.
MCS allows fast calculation of random samples for given
parameter distributions. For each sample si , a random
number ri from a uniform distribution in the range [0, 1]
is sampled independently. Then, we use the inverse CDF
to convert this value to a random number of the target
distribution (cf. Figure 2a). However, depending on the
number of samples, the histogram deviates from the PDF,
as shown in Figure 3a. Ranges with low probability might
be underrepresented.
In contrast, LHS promises a more evenly sampling of the
parameter distribution. The key is to divide the range of each
variable in N disjoint intervals of equal probability p = 1/N.
Using the inverse CDF, each probability interval boundary
1/N, 2/N, . . . , (N − 1)/N is transformed into the equivalent
interval boundary within the variable range. Figure 2b
shows these interval boundaries as solid lines. Afterwards,

In order to determine the state of a design constraint, the
values of all its target parameters have to be known. However,
these values are likely to be unknown in early stages of the
design process. Therefore, to predict a constraint’s state
early on, we model unknown design parameters as random
variables to reﬂect this uncertainty.
Each random variable is described by some probability
distribution (PD), the so-called prior probability distribution,
or just prior1. A random variable can be (a) discrete (its
1cf. Bayesian inference
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Figure 1 (a) Probability density function (PDF) and (b)
cumulative distribution function (CDF) for an exemplary
design parameter that was estimated using a triangular
distribution with lower bound a = 1, upper bound b = 6
and mode c = 4. The maximum probability is f (c) =
2 · (b − a)−1 = 0.4.

The “Global Constraint Catalog” [7] lists about 350 diﬀerent
constraints that may be used as criteria in a constraint
function deﬁnition.

Estimation of Unknown
Design Parameters

b

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(a) PDF

Therefore, the codomain of c is B = {True, False}. The
function arguments are the constraint’s target parameters
p1, p2, . . . , pn . The values of these parameters determine
the constraint’s state.
Constraints can be created by logical combination of
Boolean criteria. These criteria may be constructed from
general, e.g. real-valued functions by introducing upper
and/or lower bounds, conditions like inequality, equality,
existence in a set, and so on. Equation (2) shows an example
constraint on the width w and aspect ratio of an IC.


w
c(w, h) = (w < 700 μm) ∧ 0.8 <
< 1.4
(2)
h
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(a) Monte Carlo sampling

(b) Latin Hypercube sampling

Figure 2 Sampling of a random variable based on its
cumulative distribution function (CDF, cf. Figure 1b)
using (a) Monte Carlo sampling and (b) Latin hypercube
sampling. Both methods use random numbers from a
uniform distribution that are transformed using the inverse
CDF. However, Latin hypercube sampling divides the
variable range in intervals of equal probability at ﬁrst and
gets one sample from each interval.
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Figure 4 Iterative algorithm for parameter optimization.
The goal is to maximize the probability that all constraints
are fulﬁlled by horizontal translation of individual parameter’s probability density function (PDF) to the left or right.
Arguments are the set P of all parameters, the set C of all
constraints and the probability change threshold pth . The
set M holds tuples of parameter samples.
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procedure ParameterOptimization(P, C, pth )
M ← ParameterSampling(P)
 MCS or LHS
 calculate constraint fulﬁllment probability p
p ← ConstraintStatePrediction(C, M)
while True do
v ← MPSA(P, C, M)
 sensitivity analysis
P  ← TranslatePDF(P, v)
 move PDF l/r
M ← ParameterSampling(P)  MCS or LHS
p ← ConstraintStatePrediction(C, M)
if p − p > pth then
P ← P
p ← p
else
break
end if
end while
return P
end procedure

x

analysis [9]–[11]. This method classiﬁes the random parameter sets described in the previous section as acceptable
or unacceptable. When performing MPSA for a single
constraint c, a parameter set is acceptable if c is fulﬁlled for
this set; otherwise it is unacceptable. Afterwards, we can
evaluate the sensitivity to each parameter xi by using the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov two sample test [9], [12]:

Figure 3 Comparison of the original probability density
function (PDF, cf. Figure 1a) and the frequency distributions resulting from (a) Monte Carlo sampling and (b)
Latin hypercube sampling.

da,u (xi ) = sup | Sa (xi ) − Su (xi )|
xi

one value is selected randomly from each interval exactly
as in MCS. Therefore, the complete value range is covered
more evenly, as shown in Figure 3b. [3]
In case of multiple variables, their N individual samples are
combined in a random manner without replacement. For
MCS and LHS, this results in N tuples, each comprising
one random sample of each variable. Correlated variables
are not supported in our current implementation. However,
previous work describes a method for sampling random
variables with a desired rank correlation matrix [3], [8].
This approach could be easily integrated.
After generating the N random parameter sets (i.e. tuples,
as described above), we calculate each constraint’s state
(fulﬁlled or violated) for each sample. As a result, we
can estimate the probability that a single constraint or all
constraints are satisﬁed simultaneously.

5

with “sup” being the abbreviation for supremum, which
describes the least upper bound of its argument. Sa,u (xi )
are normalized cumulative frequency distributions:
• Sa (xi ) is the distribution of the parameter samples that
belong to acceptable sets, and
• Su (xi ) is the one of the samples that belong to unacceptable sets.
Therefore, da,u (xi ) “can be measured directly as the greatest
vertical distance between the two distribution functions
plotted on the same graph” [12]. The resulting value is
in the range [0, 1] and represents the similarity between
the two distributions. It is a measure for the sensitivity of
the constraint’s state to the parameter. Figure 5 shows an
example for two uniformly distributed parameters x1 and x2 .
As can be seen, x1 has great inﬂuence, while x2 has nearly
no inﬂuence on the constraint state.
It is also possible to analyze multiple constraints by performing a logical conjunction of all constraints:

ci = c1 ∧ c2 ∧ . . . ∧ ci
(4)
ctot =

Constraint Sensitivity Analysis

The goal of constraint sensitivity analysis is to calculate
the sensitivity of a constraint’s state to parameters. In this
work we use multi-parametric sensitivity analysis (MPSA)
which is a sampling-based method for global sensitivity
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Figure 5 Frequency distributions (a, b) and normalized cumulative frequency distributions (c, d) of two parameters x1
and x2 (both uniformly distributed). Solid dark green lines denote frequency of (accepted) parameter samples which led to
fulﬁlled constraints. Dashed light red lines denote frequency of (unaccepted) parameter samples which led to violated
constraints. Sensitivity analysis using Kolmogorov-Smirnov two sample test calculates the maximum vertical distance
da,u (xi ) between normalized cumulative frequency distributions for accepted and unaccepted parameter samples Sa (xi )
and Su (xi ). Due to da,u (x1 )
da,u (x2 ), the probability that all constraints are fulﬁlled is very sensitive to x1 and very
insensitive to x2 .
As a result, ctot enforces that all other constraints ci have to
be fulﬁlled simultaneously. Then, sensitivity analysis can
be performed as described above.

6

position of the maxima in the frequency distributions of accepted and unaccepted values of parameter v (cf. Figures 5a
and 5b). If the most likely unaccepted value is greater than
the most likely accepted value, we move v’s distribution to
the left by 10 % of that diﬀerence. Otherwise, we move the
distribution to the right.
Afterwards, new samples are generated for parameter v and
the probability that all constraints are fulﬁlled is re-estimated.
In case the improvement of the constraint fulﬁllment probability is smaller than pth , the optimization stops. The
optimized parameter set P is returned.

Design Parameter Optimization

The results of sensitivity analysis form the basis for parameter optimization. The goal is to optimize parameters in
order to maximize the probability that all constraints are
fulﬁlled. Our approach is to change the parameter density
functions iteratively by moving them to the left or the right
without changing the shape of the distribution.
Figure 4 shows the iterative algorithm for parameter optimization. We deﬁne a probability change threshold pth as
stop criterion for the optimization. At the beginning, we
perform an initial sampling of all parameters and estimate
the probability p that all constraints are fulﬁlled (lines 2–4).
In each iteration, we use multi-parametric sensitivity analysis (MPSA) to identify the parameter v with the greatest
inﬂuence on that probability p. Then, this parameter is
moved to the left or the right in order to increase p. We
calculate the movement direction by comparing the values
of parameter v that have maximum probability of being
accepted or unaccepted. In other words, we determine the

ISBN 978-3-8007-4444-2

7

Experimental Results

We implemented our algorithm using the programming language Python and the libraries NumPy, SciPy, and Numexpr
[13], among others. Figure 6 shows the main window of
the graphical user interface (GUI).
The ﬁrst step for the user is to enter the parameters by
choosing one of the supported probability distributions and
entering the corresponding values. Currently supported are:
(a) normal distributions (mean μ, standard deviation σ),
(b) uniform distributions (lower bound, upper bound), and
(c) triangular distributions (minimum, maximum, mode).
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Figure 6 Screenshot of Opticon, the tool we developed for constraint state prediction and optimization. The interface
for parameter and constraint deﬁnition is on the right. This example shows a constraint that limits the total power consumption of an integrated circuit containing ﬁve instances of three modules. The power consumptions P1 , P2 and P3 of
these modules are modeled as triangular distributions. The large graph shows the distribution of the constraint function
c = P1 + 3P2 + P3 < 1100 when ignoring the limit. Samples for which c is fulﬁlled are highlighted in dark green.
In addition, the frequency distributions and normalized cumulative frequency distributions for the accepted and unaccepted samples of P1 , P2 and P3 are shown (cf. Figure 5). The constraint’s probability of fulﬁllment and the results of the
sensitivity analysis are given as percentage above the graphs.

Figure 7 Screenshot of Opticon after optimization of the problem from Figure 6. The probability of the constraint being
fulﬁlled increased from 26.5 % to 89.2 %. This was achieved by moving the PDF of the triangular distributed parameter
P2 to the left by ΔP2 = 100 as can be seen on the right.
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